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Designing refoldable model molecules

I. Coluzza, H. G. Muller, and D. Frenkel
FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan, 407 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 16 April 2003; published 13 October 2003!

We report a numerical study of the design of lattice heteropolymers that can refold when the properties of
only a few monomers are changed. If we assume that the effect of an external agent on a heteropolymer is to
alter the interactions between its constituent monomers, our simulations provide a description of a simple
allosteric transition. We characterize the free energy surfaces of the initial and the modified chain molecule. We
find that there is a region of conformation space where molecules can be made to refold with minimal free
energy cost. This region is accessible by thermal fluctuations. The efficiency of a motor based on such an
allosteric transition would be enhanced by ‘‘borrowing’’ heat from the environment in the initial stages of the
refolding, and ‘‘paying back’’ later. In fact, the power cycle of many real molecular motors does involve such
a borrowing activation step.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular motors are molecules that can convert che
cal energy into mechanical energy. The effect of the chem
reaction is to induce a conformational change in the m
ecule. As the final conformation has a lower free energy t
the initial one, the molecule has the capacity to perform
amount of work that is, at most, equal to this free ene
change. The amount of work that is delivered in pract
depends on many factors, such as the speed of the tran
mation and the mechanical coupling of the relevant ‘‘react
coordinate’’ to the outside world.

In molecular motors, as well as many other proteins,
transition between conformations is induced by a chang
the environment~e.g., a pH change!, the absorption of a
photon or the chemical transformation of a fuel molec
~e.g., ATP or lactose! attached to the protein. The effect o
this external element is to change the structure or interact
of some ‘‘active’’ parts of the protein. These changes, in tu
lead to a rearrangement of the protein structure. The fact
molecular motors are microscopic has important con
quences for their mode of operation. In fact, the second
of thermodynamics makes it impossible for a macrosco
Carnot engine to ‘‘borrow’’ significant amounts of heat fro
the environment. In contrast, thermal fluctuations play
important role in the behavior of molecular motors.

Changes in conformation due to altered interactions
tween monomers are also of interest in a different cont
namely, in the design of mutations that significantly mod
the native structure of a protein. In 1993, Rose and Crea
@1# formulated this problem as follows: given two distin
protein folds of similar length, what is the minimum numb
of amino acids that must be changed in order to transfo
one fold into the other? In fact, Rose and Craemer form
lated the so-called ‘‘Paracelsus challenge’’: the award o
prize to anyone who could convert one protein fold into a
other without changing more than 50% of the original p
tein’s sequence. A possible solution to this challenge w
proposed by Dalalet al. @2# who designed a protein sequen
that could be converted from its nativeb-sheet conformation
1063-651X/2003/68~4!/046703~9!/$20.00 68 0467
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into ana-helix structure by changing fewer than half of th
amino acids.

At the level of the relative stability of native structure
the present study of allosteric transitions is equivalent to
problem of conformational changes due to mutations. T
difference appears when we consider the actual pathwa
which the molecule refolds after the change has been in
duced: this pathway has little physical meaning in the cas
mutation, but is of considerable interest regarding alloste
transitions. In this paper, we explore a simple model for
losteric transitions that is intermediate between a realis
but prohibitively costly, atomistic model and a simple, b
abstract, two-state model. We model the chain as a lin
polypeptidelike heteropolymer, living on a lattice. In wh
follows, we shall refer to this molecule as a ‘‘protein’’ and,
fact, we shall use model parameters that apply to prote
We stress, however, that the approach is not limited
protein-based conformation switches. Our central assu
tion concerns the effect of a chemical reaction on the ch
molecule. We assume that the chemical reaction does
directly lead to a conformational change of the molecu
Rather, we assume that it leads to a change in the effec
interaction between some of the monomers in the chain.

In our model, we account for this difference in the pro
erties of individual monomers by changing their chemic
nature. This modification could be thought of, for examp
as a change of the ionization state of acidic or basic resid
triggered by apH change or as resulting from binding to
metal ion. For simplicity, however, rather than introducing
new set of interactions between specific residues, we
change them for other members of the standard set o
amino acids. In the language of proteins, we change the id
tity of one or more amino acids in the chain. Once an am
acid has been modified, the molecule may be able to lo
its free energy by transforming into a different native sta
In the present model, it is this thermodynamic incentive t
drives the refolding to a new spatial arrangement.

Below, we first describe the techniques used to simu
our system, we then present the simulations of the refold
process, and finally we discuss some of the implications
this work.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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II. METHODS

In what follows, we use a lattice model to study acti
refolding in proteins. This model assumes that there are o
nearest-neighbor interactions between the amino acids.
total conformational energy of a particular sequence in
given structure is given by

E5( Ci j Si j , ~1!

where i and j are particle indices,C is the contact map de
fined as

C5H 1 if i neighbor of j

0 otherwise,
~2!

and S is the interaction matrix. ForS we use the 20320
matrix fitted by Miyazawa and Jernigan@3# on the basis of
the frequency of contacts between each pair of amino a
in nature.

A. General properties of heteropolymers on lattice

A given lattice polymer can form a large number of com
pact conformations. Obviously, every conformation is ch
acterized by a different contact map. Hence, the energ
the polymer depends on its conformation. In a mean fi
approximation the energy spectrum of the compact struct
of a random chain on a lattice has the shape shown in Fig

The mean filed expression for the entropy is@4–7#

S~E!5H N ln g2
E2

2NsB
2

if E.Ec

0 if E<Ec ,

~3!

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Energy spectrum of a heteropolymer on
lattice given by Eq.~3!. On the horizontal axis is the configuration
energy@Eq. ~1!#, while on the vertical axis is the entropy.EN is the
energy of the native state, whileEc is the crossing point of the
parabola with the abscissa.D is the region of discrete states. Th
slope of the tangent passing throughEN defines the folding tem-
perature, while the tangent inEc gives the glass temperature.
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whereN is the number of elements in the chain,sB is the
standard deviation of the interaction matrix, andg is the
coordination number for fully compact structures on the l
tice. Ec is the~lower! crossing point of the parabola with th
abscissa,Ec52NsB(2 lng)1/2. The finite width of this en-
ergy spectrum reflects the fact that the system is frustra
The native state corresponds to the least frustrated struc
If the native state is nondegenerate, this lowest-energy c
formation has zero entropy. The degree of frustration o
heteropolymer is linked to the number of different monom
that it contains. This is particularly obvious in the case o
homopolymer. For such molecules, all compact states
unfrustrated and have the same energy. This picture is c
firmed in our simulation, where indeed we observe a non
generate native state for a well designed sequence. In
following we will refer to the lowest-energy state as the n
tive state of the heteropolymer.

In 1993 Shaknovich and Gutin@8–10# showed that it is
possible to ‘‘design’’ a lattice protein in such a way that
will fold into a specific conformation. They achieved this b
optimizing the sequence of amino acids, using a Monte Ca
algorithm that randomly exchanges amino acids within
chain molecule. The acceptance of such trial swaps depe
on the energy change associated with the move

DE5( ~Si j8 2Si j !Ci j , ~4!

whereS8 (S) denotes the interaction matrix of the new~old!
sequence of amino acids. During a Monte Carlo run of s
eral hundred thousand cycles, a large number of distinct
quences are generated. The sequenceS* with the lowest en-
ergy is assumed to be the best candidate to fold into
native state.

ENative5( Ci j Si j* . ~5!

Pandeet al. @11–13# have provided a theoretical analys
of the design of a foldable protein sequence. In particu
these authors showed that, in the context of the random
ergy model, the phase behavior of designed protein
quences can be predicted analytically. One of the main fi
ings of this work is that the energy gap separating the ta
native state from the set of non-native compact states is
versely proportional to the design temperature~the fictitious
temperature at which we perform Boltzmann sampling
different sequences for a given target conformation!.

In the following section, we extend this point of view t
the design of a molecule that can undergo an allosteric t
sition. Our model assumes that an external agent change
effective interactions of a few monomers in the chain.
effect on the native conformation of a chain is therefore id
tical to that of a small number of mutations. Our aim is th
to design two sequences that differ only by a small num
of ‘‘mutations, yet fold into different target conformations.

A closely related but different problem is the design
heteropolymers that fold into a specific structure. This pro
lem has been addressed using the so-called ‘‘painted g
3-2
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ule’’ model ~see, e.g., Refs.@14,15#!. The central idea behind
this approach is to look at the target structure, and then
tinguish between surface and core residues~hydrophilic and
hydrophobic!. The design consists of a sequence of foldi
and repainting steps.

B. Design of a switchable polymer

In order to design two monomer sequences that yield
tinct target conformations, yet differ only in a few mon
mers, we used a modified version of the Shakhnov
method. Unlike the latter method, our approach does
keep the amino acid composition of a chain fixed. Rather,
allow for random changes of amino acids. In order to prev
this compositional sampling from leading to the formation
homopolymers, we introduce a~purely fictitious! composi-
tional ‘‘temperature.’’ This has the result of increasing t
compositional entropy. To perform the sampling, we co
bine the following acceptance criterion with the normal a
ceptance Metropolis rule

Pacc5minH 1,S NP
new

NP
old D b2J ,

whereb2 is the arbitrary parameter that plays the role o
temperature andNP is the number of permutations that a
possible for a given set of amino acids.NP is given by the
multinomial expression

Np5
N!

n1!n2!n3! . . .
, ~6!

whereN is the total number of monomers andn1 ,n2, etc.,
are the number of amino acids of type 1,2, . . . . With this
condition we can explore a large set of sequences, yet a
the formation of homopolymers. In the absence of anya
priori criterion to fixb2, we used trial and error. Ifb2 is too

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Monte Carlo moves used in the foldin
program. From top to bottom: corner flip, crankshaft, rotation.
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low ~high temperature!, the chains will tend to become ho
mopolymers~with a degenerate native state!. In contrast,
whenb2 is too high~low temperature!, we noticed that the
lowest-energy sequences were no longer able to fold.
should therefore choose a value ofb2 that yields a compro-
mise between these two conflicting tendencies. To explo
range of values forb2 and at the same time limit the trappin
in local minima of sequence space, we introduced a para
tempering algorithm for the sequence sampling at differ
pseudotemperatures. The definition of the acceptance c
rion for the parallel-tempering trial moves is

Pacc5minH 1,S NP
new

NP
old D Db2J .

We found that, for the present chain lengths, the set of va
b25$1,2, . . . 14% yielded good sequences, in the sense t
the native state that was both stable and nondegenerate
stress that the fictitious temperature parameterb2 only plays
a role in the generation of suitable sequences and does
model the subsequent chain refolding. In our sequen
generating algorithm, we impose an upper limit on the nu
ber of differences between the two sequences that we de
Of course, once we have generated two particular sequen
we still need to test whether they do indeed fold into t
desired structures.

C. Folding

To study the folding of a particular model protein, we u
a Monte Carlo simulation with three basic moves~Fig. 2!:
corner flip, crankshaft, branch rotation. The corner flip@Fig.
2~a!# involves a rotation of 180 deg of a given particle abo
the line joining its neighbors along the chain. The cranksh
move @Fig. 2~b!# is a rotation by 90 deg of two consecutiv
particles. A branch rotation is a turn, around a random
chosen pivot particle, of the whole section starting from t

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Spatial arrangement of the chain in th
structures used to test the model.
3-3
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TABLE I. Sequences generated for the test structures~Fig. 3!. The letters in bold are the amino acid
chosen by the design program to induce the conformational change.

WKCAVCEMNRCILCDTWKCFICEMERDGQKYPSRQK SequenceA
WKCAVCEMNRCILCDTWKCFICEMERDGQKYPSIQM SequenceB
WKCAVCEMNRCILCDDWKCFGCEMPRKNPMYTSEQH SequenceC
WKCAVCEMNRCILCDDWKCFGCEMPRKNEHYTSIQP SequenceD
HWKLHDMYVWRTKDMLPWREVDMYAQIPPITENSKAFESCRGFQCLNG SequenceE
HWKLHDMYVWRTKDMLPWREVDMYAQIPPITENSKAFESCRGFQCNKG SequenceF
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pivot particle and going to the end of the chain. With the
moves we expect to have a good balance between clu
moves and single-particle moves.

During the simulation we measured two order paramet
The first is the conformational energy@Eq. ~1!# of the chain.
The second is the number of native contacts in a given c
formation, which is a commonly used order parameter in
study of protein folding. However, as we are considering
model with two native structures, we define the order para
eter as the difference of the number of contacts that belon
two reference structures~e.g., 1 and 2! i.e.,

Q~C!5(
i , j

N

@Ci j
(1)Ci j 2Ci j

(2)Ci j #, ~7!

whereCi j
(1) and Ci j

(2) are the contact maps of the referen
structures andCi j is the contact map of the instantaneo
configuration. To be more precise, as we consider two
tinct native states, we take these as the reference struct
giving a value11 to every contact that belongs to structu
1 and a value21 to every native contact of structure
Contacts that appear in both 1 and 2 do not contribute to
order parameter.

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Sequence switching simulation. On th
vertical axis we plot the conformational energyEC @Eq. ~1!# while
the abscissa is the number of Monte Carlo steps. During the s
lation we switch from sequenceA to sequenceB, and look at the
conformation corresponding to the lower energy. For the seque
A the native structure is 1@Fig. 3~a!#, while for sequenceB the
structure is 2@Fig. 3~b!#. The process is reversible; in fact, whe
after 107 steps we switch back to sequenceA, the lowest-energy
conformation is structure 1.
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The Landau free energy, as a function of the order para
eterQ @Eq. ~7!#, is defined by

F~Q!52kT ln@P~Q!#, ~8!

whereF(Q) is the Landau free energy of the state with ord
parameterQ and P(Q) is the histogram that measures th
frequency of occurrence of conformations with order para
eter Q ~see, e.g., Ref.@16#!. In fact, a direct~brute-force!
calculation of this histogram is not very efficient, as the s
tem is often trapped in local minima, especially at low te
peratures. To solve this problem, we combined our samp
of chain conformations with a parallel-tempering routi
@17–20#. Using this approach~with 14 different temperature

stages 1,12 , . . . , 1
14 ) we can get efficient sampling of the ac

cessible free energy landscape for the individual sequen
However we could not adequately sample the free energy
all the possible value ofQ. We then combined the norma
parallel tempering with an umbrella sampling of the polym
free energy landscape~ @21,22#!. In such a simulation we
bias the sampling with respect to the order parameter so
all relevant conformations occur approximately equa
More specifically, we bias the sampling of a particular val
of the order parameter by imposing a bias potential tha
opposite and~approximately! equal to the free energy asso
ciated with that order parameter. As this free energy is
known a priori, the biasing potential is constructed iter

u-

ce FIG. 5. ~Color online! Result of the folding simulation for the
sequencesA andB, obtained using a parallel-tempering algorithm
On the horizontal axis is the number of native contactsQ defined in
Eq. ~7!. On the vertical axis is the free energyF(Q). This plot
shows the need for improved sampling.
3-4
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FIG. 6. ~Color online! Plots of the free energyF(Q) of all the sequence pairs (A⇔B, C⇔D, andE⇔F) as a function of the number
of native contactsQ @Eq. ~7!#. These data were obtained with a joint parallel-tempering and umbrella-sampling simulation. In this
visible the crossing point between the free energy curves where the energetic cost of the sequence switching is lower.
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tively. In the Appendix we describe our implementation
the umbrella-sampling scheme.

III. RESULTS

To illustrate the mechanism by which allosteric transitio
proceed in our model, we consider the refolding behavio
three different model molecules. In Fig. 3 we show the tar
structures between which the transitions occur: 1⇔2, 3⇔4,
and 5⇔6. Because the same procedure is applied in ev
case, we focus our explanation on the conformational cha
from structure 1@Fig. 3~a!# to structure 2@Fig. 3~b!#. Fol-
04670
f

s
f
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lowing the procedure explained in Sec. II we first designe
sequence that would fold into structure 1@see Fig. 3~a!#. We
explore possible amino acid sequences by using both
conventional swapping move that does not change the c
position and the switch move that does. The acceptance
terion of the latter trial move depends on the parameterb2

that has to be chosen. A typical result after 107 iterations is
sequenceA ~Table I!. We applied the same technique to th
other initial structures 3 and 5@Figs. 3~c! and 3~e!#, and the
resulting sequences are, respectively, sequenceC and se-
quenceE ~Table I!.

SequencesA, C, andE, listed in Table I, were used as th
3-5
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starting point to design the modified sequences that wo
refold into structures 2, 4, and 6, respectively@see Figs.
3~b!, 3~d!, and 3~f!#. We limited our search to those se
quences that differed by a given number of residues. For
first and the last example we constrained the sequence
formed the initial conformation to differ by, at most, tw
amino acids from the sequence that formed the final con
mation. For the transition 3⇔4, we imposed a threshold o
four residue differences. These Paracelsus numbers
purely empirical: they are the lowest threshold for whi
refolding to the desired structures could be obtained in e
case.

The sequences that are listed in Table I are those o
used in the simulations described below. We stress that
did not impose the positions of the ‘‘mutations.’’ But, n
surprisingly, they appear to be concentrated in that part of
chain that is involved in the conformational change. Hav
constructed the two desired sequences, we performe
Monte Carlo~MC! simulation to study the equilibrium prop
erties of the native state of each sequence.

Free energy calculations

First, we checked if changing from sequenceA to B ~see
Table I! did, indeed, induce the desired conformation
change. To this end, we started with a random coil o
molecule with sequenceB. We used a standard MC simula
tion to let this structure fold. After the chain had reached
native structure~1!, we changed the sequence fromA to B
and continued the simulation. After sequenceB reached its
native state~2!, we switched back to sequenceA, to verify
that the refolding works both ways. In Fig. 4 we plot th
conformational energy of the chain@Eqs.~1!# as a function of
the number of MC steps, highlighting the time windows c
responding to each sequence. In each window, we see
immediately after the sequence switch, the system is i
state of very high potential energy, but then the chain quic
relaxes into its new native state. This shows that it is ind
possible to induce a conformational change with a relativ
small modification of the chemical nature of some am
acids along the chain. The same procedure was also ap
to the other sets of sequences. The results thus obtained
qualitatively similar to that we obtained for theA-B pair.

Subsequently we studied the free energy profile using
parallel tempering described in Sec. II. The results of th
simulations are shown in Fig. 5 and exhibit the characteri
behavior expected for a molecule that can undergo a fold
transition. At low temperatures, the native state has a
energy that is lower than that of the molten globule~charac-
terized by an order parameter close to zero!. However, to
study how one structure refolds into the other, we need
know the free energy landscape of, for example, sequenA
in the vicinity of the native structure ofB, and vice versa.

In order to improve the sampling of conformations th
would hardly be sampled in a brute-force simulation,
proceed according to the method explained in Sec. II and
use the biasing technique described in the Appendix.
result of the simulation is the complete spectrum of the f
energy for each of the two sequences. In Fig. 6 we plot
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free energy of sequencesA andB. As a consistency test, w
compare in Fig. 7 the easily accessible part of the free ene
of sequenceB calculated with and without the umbrella
sampling scheme. Now that we know the free energy cur
for sequencesA andB, we can study the effect of a sequen
change. The crossing point of the curves~Fig. 6! corresponds
to a value of the order parameter for which we can cha
the sequence fromA to B without changing the free energy

While the order parameter that we have used thus
allows us to discriminate between states that are close to
native state or the other, it is less convenient to probe
intermediate region. The reason is that there are many di
ent conformations with an order parameter close to zero.
all of these conformations are equally important for the
folding process. We therefore need a second-order param
that allows us to get more detailed information about the f
energy landscape in the intermediate state. We found tha
conformational energy of the chain was suitable as a seco
order parameter.

Figure 8 shows the free energy landscapes for the fold
of sequencesA andB. Interestingly, the two surfaces show a
overlap close to the crossing point of the curves in Fig.
This means that in the region of overlap, it is possible
change the amino acid sequence without changing the
formational energy of the chain. This suggests that in th
conformations of the chain the mutated amino acids are
in contact with the rest of the chain. The possibility of chan
ing the sequence without affecting the potential energy of
chain facilitates the action of an external agent. Similar
havior has been postulated for real protein motors that
dergo a progressive change in the conformation. For
stance, in the hand-over-hand model of kinesin by Schief
Howard @23#, the external agent only acts if the protein
ready to accept it. Such a behavior could easily be descr
by an extension of the present model where we only all
sequence switching when thermal fluctuations bring
chain into a favorable conformation. As can be seen fr

FIG. 7. ~Color online! Comparison between the free energ
F(Q) calculated with an umbrella-sampling simulation and
parallel-tempering one, in a window of the order parameterQ @Eq.
~7!# were the two methods should give the same results. The ag
ment between the two methods provides confidence in the vali
of our results.
3-6
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FIG. 8. ~Color online! Plot of the free energy landscape of the folding of the sequences pairsA⇔B, C⇔D, andE⇔F. The free energies
F(EC ,Q) are functions of the conformational energyEC @Eq. ~1!# and of the number of native contactsQ @Eq. ~7!#. The interesting feature
of the plot is the overlapping area. The configurations in this area are common to both sequences. Comparing these plots
corresponding ones in Fig. 6~for convenience, we have replot it on thez-y plane! we see that the states have the same conformatio
energy. From the parallel tempering simulation we know that those configurations can be reached just by thermal fluctuations.
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Fig. 5, both proteins can reach conformations with an or
parameter between22 and 1 by spontaneous thermal flu
tuations of the orderkT.

Clearly, the present model only deals with a single, alb
essential, aspect of a molecular motor, namely, the prop
of a motor head to undergo an allosteric transition. For o
thing, we do not consider explicitly the reaction between
external agent~e.g., ATP! and the chain molecule: we simpl
assume that the effect is to expose some other amino aci
the molecule. It should be possible to construct a mo
where these changes follow in a natural way from the che
04670
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cal natures of both the chain molecule and the external ag
Then it would be interesting to see how the work that can
performed by the molecule~i.e., the difference in free energ
between the initial and final states in the refolding proce!
depends on the free energy change associated with
chemical reaction with the external agent.

IV. DISCUSSION

Recently, Borovinskiy and Grosberg@26# reported a nu-
merical study that focused on another aspect of refolding
3-7
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design not just the initial and final states of the model p
tein, but also to design the sequence such that every si
step of the conformational change would release appr
mately equal amounts of free energy. This imposed prop
was based on the idea that a protein stores free energy l
spring. Our model differs from this approach because we
not constrain the path by which the conformational chan
proceed. In particular, by not imposing how the free ene
is stored in the molecule, we find a barrier between the
states, the height of which depends strongly on the star
configuration of the chain. The refolding process is assis
by ‘‘uphill’’ thermal fluctuations that put the system in
favorable initial condition and effectively reduce the amou
of chemical work that would be wasted in the refolding pr
cess. Evidence for the relevance of thermal fluctuations
initiating refolding comes from experimental studies on m
tor proteins@23# and is captured at a phenomenological le
by thermal ratchet models@24#. Surprisingly, we find that,
even without designing the pathway for refolding, our mod
spontaneously reproduces the ‘‘springlike’’ gradual release
free energy during refolding.

To summarize, we have introduced a simple model to
scribe the behavior of a protein undergoing an allosteric tr
sition. The protein is approximated by a linear heteropolym
on a lattice. The role of the external signal is played by
effective change of the amino acids along the chain. W
this model we want to demonstrate that by destabiliz
some essential elements of a conformation we can induce
chain to refold into a different structure. We can control th
process by using a sequence design algorithm. With a fold
program we characterized the equilibrium properties of
chain before and after the signal. Using the order parame
derived from the number of native contacts and the con
mational energy, we compared the free energy landscap
the two sequences. The most important feature of the
energy plots is the overlapping region. The structures in
window are those where the contacts between the amino
ids and the ‘‘mutated’’ residues are broken. In fact, they ha
the same conformational energy. In these particular state
energy cost for the transition is very low. We also emphas
that these states are accessible by thermal fluctuations
believe that our model is able to reproduce the general
havior of allosteric transitions in proteins, where the exter
agent uses thermal fluctuations to lower the free energy
of its action. This is also the basis of thermal ratchet mod
n
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for molecular motors, where the thermal fluctuations are
sential to drive the system.
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APPENDIX

Umbrella sampling and parallel tempering. Umbrella
sampling is a method that speeds up the sampling of a
ged free energy landscape by effectively flattening it.
simple way to flatten the landscape is to add a biasing
tential to the normal Hamiltonian. To estimate this biasi
potential we use an iterative method. During the simulat
we sample the probabilityP(Q) of finding a conformation
with order parameterQ @Eq. ~7!#. After a specified number o
steps we calculate the new biasing potentialW with the fol-
lowing recursive equation

Wi~Q,T!5Wi 21~Q,T!2K ln P~Q,T!W0~Q,T!50,
~A1!

where the indexi indicates the iteration, andK is a constant
which we set to 0.5. Once we have the new biasing poten
we add it to the energy in the acceptance criterion of ev
move. The potentialW depends on the instantaneous stru
ture of the system via the order parameterQ, but it also
depends on the temperature. This temperature dependen
important when we combine umbrella sampling with para
tempering. Each temperature has its own biasing poten
The acceptance rule for a temperature swapping move in
parallel-tempering algorithm is then

Pacc5eDbDE1DW, ~A2!

DW5W~Qi ,Tj !2W~Qj ,Tj !1W~Qj ,Ti !2W~Qi ,Ti !,

where i and j are replica indices. A similar procedure ha
recently been used in a paper by Falleret al. @25#.
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